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Executive Summary

Rocky Mountain News columnist Jason Salzman was correct when he wrote, “To prove a liberal bias, [you] 
need to show a pattern of skewed news coverage, over time, with measurable data like biased sources or 
headlines, improper story placement or selection, etc…. Anecdotes are meaningless. Without proof…
conservatives are saying, in effect, that the News has a liberal bias because they say so.” He followed up that 
statement with a question:  “Why should anyone believe them?”1  

It is a classic “he said-she said” type of debate.  Conservatives claim mainstream media are biased.  While 
liberals admit that journalists are “left leaning,” they claim bias is removed during the editing process. 

Who is right? Does bias survive the editorial process and skew what should be objective news coverage?  

The purposes of this paper are simple: 
 • To analyze coverage of a single issue – the fall 2005 Referenda C and D campaign – within Denver’s two 

daily newspapers, the Denver Post and the Rocky Mountain News 
 • To determine if their reporting was biased and resulted in skewed news coverage that advocated for 

passage instead of reporting on activities and issues surrounding the campaign. 

Referenda C and D were referred ballot measures that if passed would allow the state to keep all revenue 
for the next five years rather than refund the excess to taxpayers as mandated by the Taxpayer’s Bill of Rights 
(TABOR);2 raise the baseline for all future spending; and grant permission to the state to go over $2 billion in 
debt for various projects, mostly transportation. 

The Colorado Democratic Party endorsed both measures while the Republican Party officially remained 
neutral despite support from some individual, high-profile Republicans like Governor Bill Owens and 
opposition from many rank-and-file members. In addition, both Denver dailies endorsed the referenda.

Reporting on Referenda C and D is a perfect case study because the coverage was extensive, providing 
researchers with an abundance of articles, because it occurred over a specific and measurable period of time, 
and because arguments for and against were well-defined.

Research reveals that bias did lead to skewed coverage, including:
 • Presenting supporters’ campaign literature as fact within news stories without citing the source.
 • Fifty seven percent of all news stories favored supporters of the ballot measures, while 42 percent were 

neutral and only 1 percent were favorable toward opponents.
 • A double standard for those who campaigned against Referenda C and D.
 • A lack of critical questioning of studies that supported proponents’ arguments in favor of the ballot 

measures; while studies that supported opponents’ arguments were critically analyzed. 
 • Serial news stories advertised as explaining both sides of the issue were biased in favor of supporters of 

Referenda C and D.
 • The subjects of photographs overwhelmingly favored supporters of the referenda.
 • Comparing Colorado’s budget situation to one of the worst natural disasters ever to strike the U.S.—

Hurricane Katrina.
 • A rare editorial decision to place an opinion piece advocating passage of C and D in prime news real 

estate—the front page, top-of-the fold Sunday edition.
 • Columnists urging censorship for a dissenting voice.
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Introduction

“[N]ews organizations have always played a crucial role in our democratic political culture, raising important 
questions and supplying factual information in order that policymakers and the public at large can make 
sound decisions about the kind of society we want to live in,” according to William McGowan, author of 
Coloring the News: How Crusading for Diversity has Corrupted American Journalism.3  
 
Readers depend on newspapers such as the Denver Post and Rocky Mountain News to deliver accurate and 
balanced information.  According to the Denver Post’s own Code of Ethics: Our aim is to deliver the facts 
with precision and context. We believe in getting not only both sides, but all sides.4 To guarantee balance and 
impartiality, “the best stories are multi-sourced. Facts are triple-checked. Issues are balanced with diverse 
views and sources.” Furthermore, the Post directs: “the greatest attention must be paid by all newsroom 
employees to remain impartial in political discourse when representing the newspaper.” 5 

With a combined daily circulation of over 500,000 and even more on the weekends6, it is the Denver dailies 
to which many Coloradans turned for their news, including issues surrounding the campaign for Referenda C 

and D.

With a Republican governor, a Republican majority in its Congressional delegation, more 
registered Republicans than Democrats, and Democrats controlling both state houses, 
Colorado generally is considered a Purple State.   However, the staffers in the Denver dailies 
do not look like (politically speaking) Colorado.  According to several prominent newspaper 
writers and editors from both the Denver Post and the Rocky Mountain News the majority of 
editors and reporters are either “left leaning” or “liberal.”  Denver Post Editor Greg Moore 
explained why: “it’s neither intentional nor conspiratorial but rather because people drawn to 
journalism tend to be from the political left.”7   

If most journalists are left of center, then how can a liberal bias be avoided? Rocky Mountain 
News President and Editor John Temple said that even if a reporter is liberal, “the edit process 
extricates bias.”8  Denver Post metro side columnist Diane Carman agreed: “stories go through 
a labyrinth before going to press.  It is difficult for a person to get political views through the 
entire process before one of the editors catches the bias.”9

It requires a leap of faith to believe that liberal editors will safeguard objectivity by 
“extricating” the liberal bias of a left-leaning reporter. Blatant bias may be easy to spot.  
However, if most journalists approach the world from a left-of-center perspective, then 
to extricate a natural intellectual tendency, especially when the editor shares the same 
characteristic, seems difficult to achieve in every single case.

On November 1, 2005 Coloradans agreed with the Rocky and Post and voted in favor of 
Referendum C by a narrow margin of 52 to 48 percent.  However, they disagreed with the print 
media on Referendum D, which failed 51 to 49 percent.

Methodology

The methodology used in this Issue Paper was simple, albeit labor-intensive.  Researchers 
examined every edition of the Denver Post and Rocky Mountain News from August 1 to 
October 31, 2005.  They identified articles, metro side columns, house editorials, by-lined editorials, guest 
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editorials and political cartoons that mentioned both or even one of the Referenda, and/or leaders of each 
campaign.

Researchers cataloged items in several different ways.  First, using a simple ruler, each item was measured 
two ways for column inches – text only and text and graphics, including photographs, inserts and headlines.  
Then they were entered into a spreadsheet that included the column inches calculations, publication, 
headline, byline, date, placement, type (news or opinion) and slant – either pro, con or neutral.  

Researchers determined story “slant” by the percentage of column inches dedicated to one side 
or the other.  If a majority of the column inches was dedicated to the proponents’ argument, 
then the story was considered to be favorable toward the Yes on C and D campaign.  Realizing 
that achieving an exact balance is impossible, researchers considered a story “neutral” if it was 
balanced within several inches.10

An example of an article that favored proponents was titled “Air, water, land at risk coalition 
warns: Turning down C, D would hurt Colo., say environmentalists” and published in the 
Rocky Mountain News on Wednesday, September 14.  Reporter Stuart Steers wrote in the lead 
paragraph that environmentalists “predicted grim news for Colorado’s air, water and land if 
voters turn down Referendums C and D in November.”11

Of the 12 inches of text, seven were about environmentalists and their concerns for the “health 
of Coloradans” which readers were told “is at stake if we don’t pass C and D.”12  Opponents 
got three column inches.  The other two inches had nothing to do with the initial story; instead 
the last three paragraphs were about an entirely different group opposed to the ballot measure.  
Rather than dedicate an article to Students Against C, a group that held its kick-
off rally and press conference on the same day, the Rocky Mountain News buried 
the coverage at the end of an unrelated article. This editorial decision does beg 
the question: Which is more newsworthy, a left-of-center environmental group 

supporting a tax increase or college students that do not? To the Rocky Mountain News, it is 
the former.

In addition to the text, the same article contained a photograph supporting the slant of the 
news story.  Of the nearly 41 inches of text, photograph, headline and insert, 87.8 percent of 
the article supported proponents of Referenda C and D.  

Another example of how researchers determined bias toward proponents can be found in an 
October 20 Rocky Mountain News story headlined: “Study: 43% of roads in Colo. ‘poor,’ or 
‘mediocre.’”   The article appeared on page 6A with seven column inches of text and nearly 
10 column inches when text and graphics are included.  It continued on page 31A under the 
heading of “Bad road: Referendum D would fund 55 of CDOT’s projects” with another 9.25 
column inches of text and nearly 38 inches including text, graphics and photographs.13

Of the more than 16 inches of text, all but two were dedicated to arguments that were 
favorable for passage of C and D with “study” conclusions such as:  “the average Colorado 
driver loses $1,577 a year through added costs of congestion (wasting gas and time) and safety 
hazards (cars being damaged by poor road conditions and accidents).” 

The article never questioned the study’s finding on “congested” highways, “poor and 
mediocre” road conditions, and linking those conditions to the state average of 685 people 
killed each year in traffic accidents.  In fact, the article gives additional credibility to the 
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“study” by stating that Governor Owens used the findings to “plug” Referenda C and D.14

The content was based on a study conducted by the road building industry, which stands to profit from 
increased state spending.  Readers do not discover that fact until they have gone through nearly five of the 
first seven column inches and six paragraphs of the story.15  

Also aiding the proponents arguments are a photograph and insert with an emotional headline, “heartburn 
highways,” designed to lend credibility to the study and ultimately encourage passage of Referendum D.   

Skeptics questioning the validity of the study (who also happened to be opposed to the spending measures 
as well) were given two column inches – 12.5 percent of the text and a mere 4 percent of the total story 
when photos, headlines and inserts are included.  That means 96 percent of this “news” story 
supported the proponents of Referenda C and D.16

Researchers cataloged both of these articles as “pro,” meaning they favored passage of the 
ballot measures.  

An example of an article that was categorized as “con,” meaning it favored arguments that 
opponents put forth is “Energy taxes may swell coffers: Expert, state disagree about budget 
impact and need for Ref C” from the Rocky Mountain News.  The piece contains 11 column 
inches of text of which roughly 7.5 agreed with the Vote No campaign.  Most of the remaining 
3.5 inches is dedicated to a response from the office of Governor Owens, who supported the 
spending measures.17
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News stories

Using the methodology described above of all the news stories researchers examined, roughly 57 percent were 
determined to be favorable to the supporters of Referenda C and D, 42 percent were neutral and a mere 1 
percent favorable toward opponents.

Position on Referenda C & D
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Sloppy Journalism or Bias?

Less than two weeks prior to the election, the Rocky Mountain News published a seven-part series titled “Refs 
C & D: Budget Breakdown.”  The News described the series as an examination of “how the state is spending 
your money” and the “passionate people on both sides of the ballot issues.”18

While each day examined in detail one of the seven largest state budget items including K-12 education, 
prisons, human services, transportation and higher education – also included was a column titled “Ref C and 
D at a glance.”  With this headline, a reader reasonably could assume that this column would be an abridged, 
factual examination of the referenda.  A likely source for this information would be the actual legislation 
HB05-1194 and/or HB05-1350.  While the wording used to explain Referendum C could have come from the 
legislation, the same cannot be said for Referendum D. The text for “D” located on the “news” pages as part 
of the “Budget Breakdown” is almost verbatim from the Yes on C and D Web site and campaign literature. 
The source for this information is never cited.   In other words, the Rocky Mountain News appears to have 
published campaign literature as fact without citing the source and without providing equal space to the 
opposition.  

Please see graphic on following page.

Pro Con Neutral
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Because the cost of the two referenda continued to rise, the numbers are off slightly — the campaign literature reflects an earlier estimate 
while the Rocky Mountain News used the more updated figures. (However, even the News' later figures proved to be wrong as the cost of 
Referendum C continues to soar.) The text used to explain Ref C may have come from the legislation HB05-1350, but the order in which the 
projects are listed reflects the Yes on C and D campaign literature. The text used to explain Ref D contains wording that only is found in the 

campaign literature. Rocky Mountain News, October 18, 2005.

If it had happened one time it might be dismissed as sloppy, but to have it occur seven times in a row without 
being caught by an editor suggests bias in favor of those who supported passage of the ballot measures.   

An explanation or campaign?

Both Denver dailies published a series of news stories that were meant to explain Colorado’s budget 
situation, the Taxpayer’s Bill of Rights, and Referenda C and D. 

The Rocky Mountain News said that readers would “learn what the state has spent, what it has cut, why it 
wants more money and what people on both sides of issue think.”20    It began the series, “Ref C & D: Budget 
Break Down” on Monday, October 17.  The stated purpose of the series was to clarify the complicated fiscal 
implications of Referenda C and D and the Taxpayer’s Bill of Rights, as well as the possible benefits or costs 
associated with either passing or rejecting the measures—a simplified and accurate budgetary breakdown that 
sheds light on the debate. That is not what readers got.  Pictures rather than meaningful text dominated the 
series, and there was little substantiated numerical analysis. 

On day one of the multi-part series the headline read, “Bare-bones coverage: Coloradans face tough 
decisions as Medicaid gnaws away at state finances.”21  Just above the headline was a full-color picture of 
Debbie Miller taking care of her brain-damaged 32-year-old son, who is part of a Medicaid pilot program that 
readers can assume will be cut.  The entire focus is on those Medicaid patients who believed they will suffer 
if Referendum C does not pass.   Anecdotes were used to create a “cause and effect” relationship between 
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passage of Referenda C and D and relief for the sick and elderly, including Anna Jockola, an elderly woman 
in a wheelchair with an oxygen mask, the disabled 32-year-old, and Victor Smith, who suffers with AIDS, 
depression and blindness.22 
 
Loaded with pictures, graphics of “What to believe about Medicaid – the myths and realities,” and anecdotes, 
97 percent of the 336 column inches was favorable to proponents’ arguments.  Only 7 column inches were 
given to Referendum C opponents Marc Holtzman and the Independence Institute’s Linda Gorman, both of 
whom advocated for more efficiency in government according to the Rocky.23 The series that day ended with 
a photo of Brian Miller in his mother’s “loving hands” at a rally on the Capitol steps supporting Referenda C 
and D.24  

Part of a series in the Rocky Mountain News that was supposed to explain Colorado's complicated budget situation, instead these 
photographs, headline and accompanying text simply provided anecdotes about those who depend on government services and intended to tug 
at readers' emotions to favor passage of Referenda C and D. Photograph by Judy DeHass. Rocky Mountain News, October 17, 2005.
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The next day, October 18, the series focused on K-12 education.  A photo of school children eating in the 
gym because their district could not afford to build a new school consumed 50 percent of the page.  After 
being told about schools without textbooks and a student trying to get to college, because “education 
equals opportunity” but that it is “tricky” the school doesn’t have enough textbooks, reporter Laura Frank 
explained that the situation was not unique to any one school district and that it put students “behind.” Then 
readers were reminded that “voters will be choosing between keeping an estimated rebate for themselves 
averaging about $100 a year or letting the state keep that money,” about 30 percent of which “is pledged to 
education.”25  A contrary perspective was not offered.

An emotional assault rather than a well-balanced explanation continued for five additional days with 
headlines such as “the state’s most vulnerable – poor, homeless, mentally ill – take hit,” on October 20.   A 
picture of a homeless woman who appeared to stumble while climbing a hill accompanied the headline.26  Of 
the 236 column inches dedicated to the October 20 “budgetary breakdown,” 67 column inches were text, of 
which only 18 inches (26 percent) were dedicated to those who opposed the ballot measures. The remaining 
text contained narratives from those who stood to benefit if the referenda passed.  

This "Budget Breakdown" is another example of the Rocky Mountain News emotional assault. Photograph by Judy DeHass. Rocky Mountain 
News, October 20, 2005.
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“Running on empty: CDOT stuck at the end of the line when it comes to funding road repairs,” ran on 
October 21.  Of the 272 column inches of text, graphics and headlines, 13 inches (4.8 percent) were given 
to opponents who believed the state should look at other alternatives to fund road maintenance.  Thirty-six 
column inches of text supported the photographs and inserts that presented proponents’ arguments detailing 
the road projects left incomplete, cuts made in prior years responsible for delaying repairs, and the dire need 
for funding – Referenda C and D.27

“Struggling to succeed: Students paying more as colleges see big cuts in state higher-education funding.”28  
The last headline appeared above a father who “works full time and takes classes online at Community 

College of Denver” while maintaining joint custody of his 3-year-old son.29 It is the same tactic 
– employing an anecdote to make a general point that the state needs more money for services.

The Rocky Mountain News had an opportunity to present a fair and balanced examination of 
what was a complicated budget problem and the proposed fiscal solutions.  Instead, the seven-
part series, which consumed over 2,000 column inches, was more than 50 percent photographs 
depicting those who stood to benefit if C and D passed and headlines and text which favored 
the Yes on C and D side.  Personal narratives and arguments illustrating the need for increased 
state spending dominated the majority of the text, leaving only 72 inches, 4 percent of 
the entire series, dedicated to opponents’ arguments.  The gross disparity shows differing 
perspectives were marginalized as little more than tokens.

The News did publish a series in late September that was more balanced: “Ref C & D: Family 
Finance.”  Reporters interviewed seven families, asking each how they planned to vote on the 
Referenda. Each family offered a unique story, different socioeconomic status, age, education 
level and private interest. The results more closely represented the true sentiment of Colorado 
voters. Three of the seven families planned to vote for the Referenda, believing the C and 
D would benefit Coloradans and the economy. Two families said they were opposed to the 
Referenda, believing, as the Bartha family said, “they [state officials] should be able to live 

within the means that the state taxpayers set for them.”30  Finally, the Villalbas were split on the issue, and a 
69-year-old former dancer had not yet decided how she would vote.  

The Denver Post: “The Truth about TABOR.”

A popular argument that supporters of the Referenda used to advance their cause was to hold Colorado’s 
Taxpayer’s Bill of Rights (rather than the 2001 economic downturn, and conflicting spending mandates) 
accountable for previous cuts in state services.  The Denver Post indulged this argument on Sunday, 
September 11, when the Post launched its four-part series titled:  “The Truth about TABOR: In the battle for 
Referendums C and D, voters are offered disparate ideas of how the state should handle their money,”31

“The truth about TABOR” was captured in the photos and respective captions.  Of the five photos shown 
only one included an opponent of Referenda C and D—Douglas Bruce, the father of TABOR.  The photo 
showed him smiling next to his Cadillac.32 The subjects in the next three photos are not just supporters of 
Referenda C and D but also victims of TABOR.

The three subjects included a college student, an organic farmer and a grieving father.
The explanation was followed by a question: “Colorado is falling behind states it used to lead, and the state 
is struggling to meet the demands caused by population growth.  Who feels the heat?” implies that the “truth 
about TABOR” is that it hurt the average hard-working Coloradan such as these:

 • “People like Eugene Pearson…a student at the University of Colorado at Boulder.  He agreed with 
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other student government members to double the annual student fees to pay for construction projects 
the state could no longer afford.”

 • “People like organic farmer Susan Hall…who saw her state licensing fee jump from $100 to $2,500.”
 • “And people like Robert Autobee…whose son Eric Autobee, a 23-year-old guard at the Limon 

Correctional Facility, was killed by an inmate in 2002.  Autobee says his son died because the state 
failed to provide enough money to run prisons that are safe for its workers.”33

The Post linked TABOR to the death of a prison guard, higher license fees in part due to federal mandates 
and students who voted to tax themselves.  Nineteen column inches and 23 paragraphs into an accompanying 
article, a clarification explained that “cuts” in state services “were due to revenue drops caused by the 
recession” rather than by TABOR spending limits.34

The final photograph featured Governor Bill Owens surrounded by fellow Republicans who 
favored Referenda C and D, although that was not how the Denver Post describes the photo: 
“The bid to reform TABOR lacked momentum until Democrats took over the state legislature 
and Gov. Bill Owens had a change of heart.”35

This piece left the reader with the impression that TABOR rather than the recession hurt 
parents, students and working people.  To remedy the problem, Governor Bill Owens had a 
“change of heart” to support Referenda C and D, which according to the Denver Post were 
merely a “loosening of the Taxpayer’s Bill of Rights’ spending limits for five years…”36 rather 
than a permanent increase in allowed government spending levels, which Referendum C 
plainly was.

A double standard is the standard

While the Denver dailies published more column inches favorable toward proponents of the ballot measures, 
they also employed a double standard with how they treated proponents versus opponents. Both the Denver 
Post and the Rocky Mountain News offered their opinions on Jon Caldara and the Independence Institute’s 
campaign to educate voters on the consequences of Referenda C and D.  Both opined in their editorial pages 
that Caldara was not “educating” voters but rather campaigning against the ballot measures, and therefore 

the Institute’s non-profit status was compromised and donors should not be anonymous. 

The Denver Post said in an editorial headlined “Caldara operating in shadows,” “The institute’s 
ads don’t explicitly say vote no on C and D, but they most certainly bash the referendums with 
fuzzy math claims and cries of a ‘forever tax hike.’ It’s clear to anyone who hears them how the 
institute wants them to vote.”  The editorial finished with this statement: “He may be operating 
within the parameters of Colorado’s campaign laws, but he’s surely violating the spirit.”37 

The Denver Post did not have the same opinion about Colorado State University President 
Larry Penley when in a speech he said that CSU “could become a private school if voters 
do not support” Referenda C and D.  According to Colorado’s Fair Campaign Practices Act 
(FCPA), a state university official in a policy-making role such as Penley can comment on 
statutory standards, but activities may not “expend more than fifty dollars of public moneys 
in the form of letters, telephone calls, or other activities incidental to expressing his or her 
opinion...”38   According to the Post, Penley was merely “listing the consequences if they fail.”39  
Of the nearly 13 column inches dedicated to the text of the Penley news story and the simple 

“listing [of] the consequences,” not one word of an opposing viewpoint was included.  
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The Post did not publish an editorial criticizing Penley’s “educational speech.”   The newspaper did run an 
editorial praising Penley who “in just a few words, offers an impassioned and reasoned plea for passing the 
two referendums.”  So impressed with the CSU President was the Post that it strategized for proponents:  
they “would be wise to get him out on the stump more often alongside CU President Hank Brown,”  who 
took a leave of absence to campaign for the ballot measures.  Since this editorial ran two days before Penley’s 
speech, perhaps proponents took the Post’s advice.

In fact, from August 1, 2005 to October 31, 2005, only one house editorial in either paper criticized 
proponents, and that editorial was buried at the bottom of the Rocky Mountain News opinion page.  In 
“Crossing the line,” the Rocky weakly admonished the Colorado Department of Corrections and Colorado 
Department of Transportation for using state resources to publish material that could be construed as a “vote 
yes” on the referenda,40 a violation of FCPA.41

Another common double standard occurred in articles that readily accepted data from “studies” used to 
advance Referenda C and D supporters’ arguments while not granting the same intellectual 
respect to opponents.  One of those stories, “43% of roads…” is detailed above.  The findings 
of the study used to justify the ballot measures never were questioned.  Furthermore, it was 
not until the seventh paragraph that the reader was told that a group that stands to benefit if C 
and D pass authored the study.

According to Referendum C wording, 30 percent of the funds would go to higher education.  
So an article titled “CU offers budget based on no boost in state funding” was based on a 
hypothetical situation of what if Referendum C did not pass.  Readers were told that “The 
University of Colorado could cut $6.7 million from its budget if it dipped into reserves and 
didn’t hire as many professors next year, officials told the school’s regents Wednesday.” In 
addition, “the revised budget includes possible tuition increases as high as $423 per semester 
for Colorado residents at the Boulder campus.”  Yet, readers did not discover that the “budget 
scenario is highly unlikely” until four paragraphs into the story.  Two paragraphs 
later CU Regent Tom Lucero admitted “It’s a scenario that won’t happen…”42  
Yet, no other budget perspective was offered.

While CU’s “unlikely” budget scenario was given serious consideration, the 
Independence Institute’s report that cites actual examples of Colorado’s 

wasteful spending as “Proof Referendums C and D Aren’t Needed” was subjected to much 
more criticism. From a news story headlined: “Tax foes roasting the pork” compare this 
lead sentence to the one above:  “Jon Caldara, the president and resident jester of the 
Independence Institute.”43 

This story was written before the report was even released, and reporter Jim Hughes gave 
supporters of the Referenda nearly 9 column inches of the total 20 inches of text to respond 
to the Institute’s claim of waste in government.  While Hughes was right to include Caldara’s 
critics, similar treatment was not given to opponents in their response to studies that favored 
passage of the ballot measures.

Metro side columnists

According to the Denver Post Web site, Diane Carman, Jim Spencer and David Harsanyi are 
news columnists.  They are often referred to as metro side columnists, meaning they write 
about news from a community perspective.  According to Rocky metro side columnist Mike 
Littwin, he and the other metro side columnists are “supposed to reflect the community.”44 But in the two 
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daily papers, the news columnists do not reflect the community, instead they skew left.  With the exception 
of free market conservative David Harsanyi, who editor Greg Moore said was hired to bring more balanced 
coverage to the Post,45 all openly endorsed and verbally campaigned for Referenda C and D—on the news 
pages.

Research showed that Littwin wrote the most about the ballot measures.  His perspective included “All we 
have to fear are the ads themselves,”46 critical of the opponents ads; “Ref C foes: Bullies in the schoolyard,”47 
critical of all the opponents; “For Caldara’s crew, what wouldn’t they do,”48 critical of those associated with 
the opponents.  No one on the Rocky staff countered Littwin.  In fact, he says he wishes he 
had a conservative “counterpart.”49  His metro side colleague columnist Bill Johnson shared 
Littwin’s viewpoint.  The Rocky Mountain News metro side “news” columnists contributed over 
110 column inches in support of Ref C and D and zero column inches in opposition.

Researchers found that in the Denver Post, David Harsanyi penned two columns (for 30 
column inches) on the ballot measures. Both criticized supporters’ “scare tactics,” although a 
reader would never guess it from the respective headlines: “‘Simplistic’ budget tack worth a 
look,”50 and “Referendum supporters betray GOP.”51

Compare Harsanyi’s coverage with metro side colleagues Diane Carman and Jim Spencer who 
wrote four columns totaling 60 column inches – all sympathetic to the Ref C and D campaign.  
The respective headlines left no doubt about Spencer’s or Carman’s positions, which happened 
to be in complete agreement with the Denver Post itself: “State faces brain drain if C, D fail;”52 
“Larimer GOP puts party over people;”53 “Cuts are easy when people don’t count;”54 and 
“Regardless of how you vote, you pay for C, D.”55

Bias in photographs

The text of an article was not the only place where bias was found; news photographs skewed in favor of the 
Vote Yes campaign.  The disabled, “most vulnerable,” homeless, poor college students, or just working families 
often were featured in photographs as those who supported Referenda C and D.  Photographs of opponents 
usually featured people working on issue committees such as Doug Bruce or Jon Caldara.  So it was “victims” 
versus “activists.”  With 48 percent of Colorado voters voting no on Referendum C, the Denver dailies could 
have found someone other than just activists to portray in their photographs, such as families who would 
struggle under the financial weight of a heavier tax burden or the small business owner who feared higher 
taxes would leave consumers with less disposable income. 

Please see graphic on next page.
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Activists Versus Victims

Jon Caldara, vocal opponent of Referenda C and D, 
Photograph by Ken Papaleo, Rocky Mountain News, 
September 16, 2005.

Top left, Roberto Autobee who blamed his son’s (a prison guard) death on a lack of state funding. Staff photos, Denver Post, 
September 11, 2005. Top right, a sympathetic figure – the working father, taking on-line classes while caring for his young son. 
Photograph by Judy DeHaas, Rocky Mountain News, October 22, 2005. Bottom left, a group of young school children. Photograph 
by Judy DeHaas, Rocky Mountain News, October 18, 2005. Bottom right, a group of Medicaid-dependent seniors who, according to 
nursing home administrator, would experience cuts in service if Referendum C failed. Photograph by Judy DeHaas, Rocky Mountain 
News, October 17, 2005.

Douglas Bruce, considered to be one of TABOR’s founding 
fathers, photograph by Chuck Bigger, Denver Post, September 
12, 2005. 
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Editorials

Editors of both daily papers agree that most of the editorial staff and even the newsrooms lean left of center.  
This observation held true to form when it came to favoritism toward Referenda C and D on the editorial 
pages.

Between August 1 and October 31, excluding all by-lined columns, the Rocky Mountain News and the Denver 
Post together published no fewer than 27 house editorials—one every 3.4 days, gobbling up nearly 250 column 
inches.  Twenty-six of the 27 editorials were penned to persuade Coloradans to vote in favor of the referenda 
with titles such as “Fiscal fix crucial to schools,”56 “Colorado’s crumbling bridges,”57 “Referendum C is for 
Colorado; vote yes,”58 and “Don’t overlook ‘D.’”59

Capitalizing on Hurricane Katrina

By the end of October 2005 the Denver Post already had written a number of house editorials urging voters to 
approve the ballot measures, all of which appeared on the newspaper’s editorial pages.  Two days before the 
election, the Denver Post took its editorializing to a new level.  In an extremely rare move in modern Denver 
newspaper history60, the Post placed a house editorial in prime news real estate –  the front page, top of the 
fold, Sunday edition  – claiming 17 column inches of text; 22 inches with the headline included. Within a gray 
background, relatively small, albeit red, type identified the piece as a “Post editorial.”  In much larger type 
was a headline meant to elicit fear of a catastrophe equal to that of Hurricane Katrina, the costliest natural 
disaster in U.S. history, which slammed into the Gulf Coast just a few weeks prior: “C, D will calm fiscal 
hurricane.” 

The front page opinion piece began with “A storm has been brewing in Colorado over the past three years…” 
It ends with “Look down the road.  Colorado’s needs will grow with its population, but such services as 
education, health programs and transportation could be hit by a fiscal hurricane.  We can send this storm out 
to sea by saying ‘yes’ to C and D.”61

Rocky Mountain News political cartoonist Ed Stein also used the Katrina analogy on the news pages.  He 
compared Colorado’s budget situation to the massive hurricane: “After what we saw in the wake of Katrina 
– What happens when you cut basic infrastructure too far?  Anyone who witnessed that and still votes against 
C and D should have his head examined!” Stein made the Katrina comparison twice during the monitoring 
period.

62  

Editorial license does grant editorialists some leeway in crafting analogies to highlight a particular point.  
However, to compare Colorado’s projected $350 million budget shortfall with Hurricane Katrina which 
claimed over 1000 lives, displaced hundreds of thousands of people, leveled entire cities, caused hundreds 
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of billions of dollars in damage and resulted in the catastrophic breakdown of civilized society, was a gross 
overstatement.

The staff at both Denver dailies compared Colorado's 
$350 million projected budget shortfall to the nation's 
worst natural disaster — Hurricane Katrina. The 
comparison of Colorado's budget shortfall to "A 
city submerged" grossly overstated Colorado's fiscal 
situation.

Vincent Laforet, Associated Press, "A city submerged," 
Denver Post, 31 August 2005. Eric Gay, Associated 
Press, "A city submerged," 
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For Stein, C and D seemed personal.  He illustrated his disdain for Caldara and the Independence Institute 
in his cartoons.  In one piece, the character wrote a “letter” of reprimand to Caldara that states “…your total 
disregard for the truth in the election [has] destroyed any respect I might have had for you…” 

62

While Stein is an editorialist, he made his statements in the news pages of the Rocky Mountain News. 

Editorial page columnists

In addition to the 26 “vote yes on C and D” house editorials, editorial page columnists, cartoonists and writers 
advocated the same position – vote yes and/or opponents are “bald-faced” liars – with great consistency.  No 
less than 24 columns and cartoons encompassing nearly 350 column inches and nearly double that when 
including headlines and artwork.

Other columnists

Perhaps the most frightening revelation that the research showed is how easily columnists in both Denver 
dailies tossed aside their allegiance to the First Amendment and embraced censorship.  Besides being the 
president of the Independence Institute, Caldara also was the leader of an anti-C-and-D issue committee, Vote 
No; It’s Your Dough.  He was also a talk show host on Colorado’s largest radio station 850 KOA, a columnist 
for the Boulder Daily Camera, and host of his own television show Independent Thinking.  

Denver Post columnist Joanne Ostrow, while stating that Caldara’s “multimedia multitasking is, 
of course, [his] inalienable right,” she also complimented the Boulder Daily Camera because it 
“wisely barred him from writing about the issue in its news pages.”63

Jason Salzman (quoted at the beginning of this paper), a media critic for the Rocky Mountain 
News, concurred.  In an article titled “Referendum C foe must keep mum on it; KBDI, KOA 
should consider same stance,” Salzman explained why the Camera censored Caldara:  “It’s 
about journalistic ethics. Talk-show hosts and columnists are supposed to have opinions, but 
when they’re running for political office or spearheading an electoral campaign on an issue, 
their shows or columns become de facto advertising and should be restricted in the name of 
fairness. Their columns and programs become de facto campaign contributions from the news 
outlets.”64 

Salzman encouraged other media outlets that carry Caldara’s message to censor him as well. 
“That’s why KOA radio, which airs Caldara’s daily talk radio show, and KBDI-Channel 12, 

which airs his weekly TV talk show, should also bar Caldara from doing shows on Referendum C - or be sure 
to provide equal air time for referendum supporters.”65  While Salzman recommended “equal air time for 
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referendum supporters,” neither the Post nor the Rocky provided fair or equal coverage. 

Altogether for the three months prior to the election, the Denver dailies’ editorialists and columnists supplied 
readers with at least 900 column inches of text and 1200 column inches of text, graphics, 
photographs and cartoons, over 95 percent of which were intended to sway Coloradans to vote 
in favor of Referenda C and D.  

Conclusion

Clearly a bias existed that resulted in skewed news coverage.  This Issue Paper does not suggest 
that a conspiracy existed, but rather that it was not possible for newspaper staff who strongly 
favored one side of an issue to “extricate” their bias when writing news stories.

This Issue Paper does prove that for Referenda C and D bias survived the editing process.  
Not only did both Denver daily papers demonstrate their support of the ballot measures 
on editorial pages.  The bias spilled over to the news pages as well.  Quantitative analysis 
demonstrated how one-sided the news coverage was.

It is impossible to determine how much of an effect the bias of the two Denver daily 
newspapers had on the campaign for Referenda C and D.  Certainly, the seven times that the 
Rocky Mountain News printed proponents’ campaign literature in the news section with no 
source of identification could be construed as an “in-kind” donation.

To run a political ad in the News, a campaign buys ad space in both the Post 
and the News.  The cost for a quarter page, which is roughly 17.5 column 
inches in the News and 31.5 column inches in the Post, is $4991.63 for each day 
Monday through Friday. That is roughly $104 per column inch.  The cost rises to 
$6738.48 for the Saturday edition of the News and $7813.26 in the Sunday Post 
translating to nearly $214 and $248 per column inch respectively. 

Since the “Refs C and D at a glance” was about 18.5 column inches that ran from Saturday, 
October 15th through Saturday, October 22nd, the News in-kind donation of newspaper space 
allotted to the Yes campaign should reflect an amount of at least $17,538.00.  However, the 
News chose to run the campaign literature as a news article so no donation was ever disclosed.

The most important way to address media bias is to acknowledge and detail its existence, 
so that the general public and policy makers can better recognize the difference between 
reporting and advocating.

Bias is alive and well, and that is an objective fact...and a promise kept.
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